
Important Proof Details
COLORS - Orders will be printed with CMYK if PMS colors are not noted. Confirm your colors.

SIZE - Confirm this is the correct size you are ordering.

SPELLING - Confirm all spelling within your order is correct.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Confirm all special instructions are correct.

SHIPPING - Confirm shipping option.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 
By approving this proof, you have agreed that everything is correct as is. 
Once approved, product is produced over night. Any changes would need to be made same day.

SUPPLIER DOES NOT TAKE RESPONSIBILITY 
Any discrepancies in COLOR, SIZE, SPELLING, SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS OR SHIPPING, are your responsibility
to review and approve. Once approved, you agree that all details are correct to produce.

Product Details
Product:WDTR10
Product Description: 10ft Trumpet Wave Display
Quantity: X
Product Size: 86.61W x 39.40"H x 121"D
PMS Color: X
Special Instructions: X

PMS Colors vs CMYK
PMS colors are printed as close 
as possible. If you need an exact 
match, we can create a swatch for
a fee. Products printed in CMYK are 
printed as close as possible but 
are not guaranteed to match
any other printed products. 

Color Match Not Guaranteed.
Need a PMS swatch? Provide a PMS color and we
will provide a swatch. Four days will be added to
production and the cost for the swatch and shipping.

Orders that are sent in AFTER 2PM Mt
will be supplied by the following day.

24 Proof Turnaround

In-Hands Date: X/XX/XX
If this date is FIRM and RUSH we will use 
EXPEDITED Shipping Method unless otherwise 
noted.

Shipping costs are subject to change due to
in hands date. If RUSH, EXPEDITED shipping 
will be charged unless otherwise noted.

Shipping Method

BLEED AREA 
Each Panel - 69.29”W x 128.43”H 
NOT VISIBLE WHEN DISPLAYED

FINISHED AREA
Each Panel - 65.29”W x 124.42”H 
VISIBLE WHEN DISPLAYED

SAFE AREA
Each Panel - 62.76”W x 122.42”H 
KEEP IMPORTANT TEXT/LOGOS WITHIN THIS AREA 

PLEASE DELETE THIS LAYER
BEFORE SAVING

All images must be embedded
All fonts must be outlined

SAVE AS PDF

Please submit art for each
of 4 panels

We can not guarantee
alignment across seams


